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Abstract
Connected Autonomous vehicles offer a big variety of benefits to vehicle owners, car manufacturers,
transportation companies and other service providers. And even though, it is a technology that just seeing its
dawn at the moment, there is already a big enthusiasm and opportunity to start exploring the implications that
surround this development. Connected vehicles are going to exchange information with themselves and the
infrastructure that surrounds them, this enables a variate of new applications that can benefit from that
information. But in order to achieve this, the privacy of the users needs to be protected and the
communications need to be secured. In this thesis work, I aim to expand the current research on road traffic
data gathering and consumption on a network of connected vehicles, by implementing a private structure that
relies on Blockchain technology to gather and display road traffic information. A technological artifact was
built to put the theory in practice and demonstrate the resilience of the proposed solution against common
linking attacks that could compromise the users’ privacy while still allowing the information to be consumed
and exploited for road management.
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1 Introduction
With recent advancements in technology, and an expanding interest in developing connected vehicles, several
technology and car manufacturing companies have devoted a considerable part of their efforts to develop
these new technologies as fast as they can, in a sort of race to become the first company to achieve the highest
level of autonomy [1]. It is past time for the question “is it going to happen?” nowadays the question is “when
is it going to happen?” and researches have already foreseen this and started to explore other implications that
relate to this development, such as the interconnection of vehicles and how they will interact with their
environments[2]-[4].
Interconnected vehicles offer a big variety of benefits to the vehicle owners, car manufacturers and
transportation companies [2]. But at the same time represent a potential risk, since the interconnection of
vehicles and the infrastructure that surrounds them needs to be protected to keep the actors private and secure
[5]. Blockchain, the technology behind Bitcoin, originally introduced in Satoshi Nakamoto’s paper [6] , which
has been in the spotlight for the past few years, not only for its usage in cryptocurrencies, but also, more
recently due to the diversity of its applications in different areas such a as voting systems, banking and financial
industry, Enhancing transparency of Supply chains, etc. [7].
Madhusudan Singh et al. [8], Y ong Y uan [9] et al. Jose Angel Leon Calvo et al. [10] Tigang Jiang et al. [4] and
Pradip Kumar Sharma et al. [3] are just a few examples of the vast amount of researchers that have postulated
alternatives to fulfill the security gaps of vehicular networks by using blockchain’s peer-to-peer nature, lack of
need for a trusted central authority, integrity, security, anonymity and privacy.
A blockchain-based vehicles communication architecture like the one proposed by Ali Dorri et al. through
their research paper [11] is a good example of how the convergence of connected vehicles and Blockchain
can solve the security problems associated with data management and open the door for implementations like
electric vehicles with smart charging services, Insurance and Car sharing services on top of such secure
architecture.
With the intent of expanding the exploration of new applications for blockchain based architectures, and
deriving from the call for further research in traffic management from Dorri et al. [11]. For this Thesis work,
I propose a novel, distributed, traffic data distribution system that protects user’s sensitive data by relying on
the premises of anonymity, privacy and security inherent in Blockchain. Privacy and Data governance are key
factors in the adoption of interconnected autonomous vehicles [12] and inherently the applications that sit on
top of those networks, therefore the importance of this work and its aim to highlight those aspects. In
particular, for the traffic management data, it is necessary to ensure that all the users’ information is being
protected from attacker attempts to recognize their behavior and patterns that can allow tracking of their
paths through a linking attack [11].
The system consists of a set of beacons that are disposed in different road segments, when a vehicle passes
through that road segment, they will establish a connection, the beacon will register the number of vehicles
that are in the segment and the average speed at which they are moving while sharing the information about
the segment congestion publicly through an API.
The beacons will periodically compile the information gathered from the vehicle and determine the state of
the road, and upload that information to a public pool where other beacons upload their data too, this pool
is mined every certain time and added to the public blockchain that serves as a data storage of traffic conditions
in a whole region that is then processed in two ways, first, the last block showcases the latest traffic conditions
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while the whole blockchain data provides a historical, statistic data that can help predict the traffic conditions
according to past behavior data.
Once a vehicle leaves the road segment and joins another one, they will have to share a new and different
address with the next segment, the main goal of this is to make vehicle routes untraceable by attackers who
could compromise or be the owners of a big number of beacons, ensuring the privacy and anonymity of the
system.
To the best of my knowledge, there is a limited amount of research on this topic, Akihiro Fujihara [13] has
explored some of the aspects of the subject of this thesis work, while his work describes in great detail the
incentives of the system and the identification of car crashes and road conditions. This thesis focuses on the
privacy of the users by proposing the usage of a different address per road segment that makes more difficult
for an attacker to track the route that a certain vehicle took to its destination, and explores the distribution of
the data as a consumer service that shows the current status of road traffic in a map.

1.1 Research objective
The aim of this thesis is to highlight the privacy aspects in a network of autonomous vehicles that share and
consume information to trace the traffic conditions of a region using blockchain as an underlying technology
to achieve decentralized and distributed data governance. For driving the research towards that goal, the
following research question is defined: “To what extent can a blockchain-based traffic data distributing system
provide privacy to a network of connected vehicles and infrastructure?”.

1.2 Thesis Outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 includes the description of the methodology
that is adopted to conduct the research. Including a brief description about Design Science Research and how
it is applied in this work. In Chapter 3 I conduct a literature review that serves as the theoretical framework
and explores the state of the art of blockchain technology applied for road traffic management. Chapter 4
introduces the development and tests of the simulator artifact that highlights the privacy aspects of a network
of autonomous vehicles sharing data across a blockchain-based network and demonstrates how this data can
benefit its consumers exemplified by a map that displays traffic conditions in the roads. Chapter 5 describes
the evaluation of the artifact in two steps an ex-ante evaluation that was conducted before the artifact and an
ex-post evaluation conducted once the artifact was actually built. Finally, the discussion, future research
directions and conclusions drawn from this project are presented in Chapter 6.
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2 Research Methodology
This thesis work is focused on using Blockchain as an underlying technology for building a network of
Connected Vehicles that share and consume data in a private way and allows to show road traffic conditions
to the public. As the literature review section of this thesis work describes in more detail, there is an
opportunity to further exploring alternative research methodologies around this subject. Therefore, to point
the current work in a “learning by doing”[14] knowledge generation path that will shed light on unforeseen
challenges and alternatives that have not been considered in the theoretical research and existing literature. I
chose the Design Science Research methodology [15] as the comprehensive research approach to conduct the
current research.
The Artifact that is being built is a prototype of a decentralized network coded in JavaScript, that shares
information between its nodes in a private way, and a service that consumes that information and shares it
publicly, to show the current “real time” conditions of traffic in the streets by displaying it in a map using the
open source LeafLet framework. The scalability aspect of the solution will be left outside the scope for future
research, as well as stringent and specific latency aspects of real-world networks. A set of tests will accompany
the development of the artifact that will be developed using a Test-Driven Development (TDD) approach
[16] to contribute to prove the privacy and security aspects that Blockchain brings to this implementation, as
well as ensuring that the code maintains a certain quality bar.
In order to achieve scientific rigor, I am following the Iterative process suggested by Peffers et al. [15] starting
from a Problem Centered Initiation and going all the way through to Evaluation and eventually achieving the
step of Communication as a resulting master Thesis work (see Figure 1 and 2 for more details on the process).

Figure 1: DSR iteration process [15]
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2.1 Details about the research methodology activities
This section describes the tasks performed for each iterative process activity in Peffers et al. methodology [15]
adopted for completing this research project. An overview of the steps and expected outcomes is provided
for each one of the activities.

Figure 2: A daptation of DSR iteration process with the current project

2.1.1 Activity 1: Problem identification and motivation
Although, some research has been carried out on Blockchain and its relation with Connected Vehicles, only
two studies have attempted to investigate the advantages of using such an architecture to gather data from
traffic in the streets. This subject was called out by Ali Dorri et al. as a possible implementation of their
blockchain based architecture in [11]. But, to the best of my knowledge, there are no other studies than the
ones conducted by Akihiro Fujihara [13], [17] that have explored the idea of a decentralized, blockchainbased platform for sharing road traffic data. Fujihara’s studies have not dealt with the privacy aspects in detail,
as well as the consumption of the generated data. Which serves as the fuel for the research question of this
thesis: “To what extent can a blockchain-based traffic data distributing system provide privacy to a network
of connected vehicles and infrastructure?” And produces the literature review section of this study, as well as
serving as the theoretical framework for the creation of the artifact.
Much of the research up to now has been descriptive in nature, so, the methodological approach that this
study follows is the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM). The main goal of this decision is to
contribute to the body of knowledge following a new perspective that allows the work to evolve iteratively
and progressively as the technology develops and matures.
2.1.2 Activity 2: Define the objectives for a solution
The objective of the first phase of the thesis work is to use JavaScript to build a Blockchain-based architecture
that allows data sharing among the actors involved, and creates a service on top of that layer that allows the
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consumption of that data, displaying it in a map, the artifact will test itself with unit tests built on the Jest
framework to ensure that the system works as expected and prove the tamper proof aspects of the system, a
set of tests will then be simulated to showcase the privacy and anonymity that the architecture provides. The
project is limited to the simulation of most of the aspects of an inexistent network of actors and is performed
from a single machine, while exemplifying and emulating the existence of distributed devices.
The subsequent phases will consist on iterations to improve the Artifact, on the basis of the extracted
knowledge from the previous phase. Until a consistent Artifact is achieved that can contribute to the body of
knowledge of the field. The expected outcome is a master thesis work that describes the research done
throughout both phases.
2.1.3 Activity 3: Design and Development
A code simulation will be built following the Test-Driven Development (TDD) development process and
using the JavaScript programming language to do it.
Two programming languages were pondered for creating the artifact for this study, Python and JavaScript,
the latter was selected as the preferred language for the task based on a comparison between its performance
against Python [18] , in addition to its versatility, the high number of already existing libraries, its wide spread
usage, and the accessibility to documentation and learning resources.
For showing the traffic conditions in a map, two libraries were considered, Google Maps API [19] and Leaflet,
even though, they both can serve the purpose of this thesis, I decided to go with Leaflet mainly because it is
open source and has very standard clear documentation [20] .
Both, the platform layer that provides the blockchain architecture and the service that sits on top, to provide
map images are developed using NodeJS server environment and ReactJS library respectively on a Windows
64 bits operating system with 16Gb of RAM that will serve as the host for the simulating actors in the network.
The expected deliverables from this activity are a functioning simulation of a Blockchain-based network of
vehicles that share information together with a service that shows the gathered information on a map that can
be consumed by the public.
2.1.4 Activity 4: Demonstration
A set of Unit and Integration Tests built using the Jest framework will ensure the Artifact works as expected
and a set of simulations will be run to demonstrate the privacy and anonymity benefits of the blockchain based
architecture and the rotation of the address at every interaction with the road segment beacons. In addition,
a client application that displays traffic conditions in a map serves as a demonstration of the consumable
aspect of the whole system and how both humans and machines could benefit from the generated data.
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2.1.5 Activity 5: Evaluation
The evaluation framework will be divided in two phases, the model from Peffers et al. [15] that I depicted at
the beginning of the chapter, assumes, as many other DSR processes that there is only an ex post evaluation
of the artifact. This implies that evaluating if the design was following the correct approach would not be
determined until the artifact is actually built and that would limit the knowledge only to the artifact proving
to be useful and why it did. However, as Christian Sonnenberg et al. describe [21] , it is important to include
ex ante validations in the process of design for achieving a disciplined and “informed” way of knowledge
gathering that aligns with a DSR process to follow a more rigorous approach to knowledge creation.

The main reason to create an ex ante evaluation is
to reflect about the purpose, rationale, inner
structure and conditions under which the simulated
network is going to be able to work, the steps
required to actually use it and state cases that can be
evaluated ex post.
Tables 1 and 2 state the relevant ex ante and ex post
evaluations in the process of creation of the artifact.
Figure 3: Ex ante and E x post representation extract from [22]

Evaluation activities and criteria for ex ante
Activity

Input

O utput

Ex ante

- Observation of the problem
- Design objectives
- Design theory
- Existing solution to the problem

- Justified problem statement
- Justified research gap
- Justified design objectives

Evaluation
Criteria
- Importance
- Novelty

Evaluation Methods
Literature review

Table 1: E x ante evaluation activities and criteria

Evaluation activities and criteria for ex post
Activity
Ex post

Input
- Design specification
- Design objectives
- Design tools

O utput
Validated artifact
instance in artificial
setting

Evaluation Criteria
- Completeness
- Fidelity with real world
- Privacy

Evaluation Methods
Demonstration with artifact

Table 2: E x post evaluation activities and criteria

2.1.6 Activity 6: Communication
The previous activity unveils results to be compiled and redacted, together with conclusions and future work
ideas gathered during the holistic evaluation and comprehension of the whole studied subject. The chapters
of the current research are the outcome of this activity. The progressive advances are shared periodically, in
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the form of seminars, to thesis instructor and fellow students who serve as opposition to highlight the
deficiencies of the work and contribute to the improvement of its rigor and quality towards the end result.

3 Literature Review
This chapter contains the literature review analysis. First the methodology followed is explained, subsequently,
the exploration of the relevant concepts and gaps in the literature are exposed for establishing a framework
and basis for the artifact solution.

3.1 Literature Review Method
The main objective of this chapter is to contribute to the answer of the research question of this thesis: “To
what extent can a blockchain-based traffic data distributing system provide privacy to a network of connected
vehicles and infrastructure?” To do so, this chapter provides an overview of current literature on the topics
of Blockchain and Connected Vehicles and their role as pillars for achieving private applications in the realm
of traffic management. Many researchers identify the intersection of both, Blockchain and Connected Vehicles
technologies as a viable solution to create a future network of vehicles that is secure, private and provides the
basement for applications and services that can benefit from it [2], [22], [22], [22]- [22]. Therefore, this research
aims to evaluate a potential blockchain use-case in the area of traffic data gathering and management that is
supported by these technologies. To this end, this literature review is conducted from the general to the
particular, starting from the fundamental technological aspects and funneling into the specifics of how those
technologies adapt into the scope of this thesis. This literature review will help me understand how blockchain
can help keep road traffic information private, which are the current approaches for connecting vehicles
through blockchain and recognize which approaches have been studied for traffic management with
Blockchain.
3.1.1 Search terms and Strategy
In this thesis I followed a concept-centric approach as outlined by Webster and Watson [23], the concepts
studied are: blockchain, vehicles and traffic, often researched combined as blockchain AND vehicles,
blockchain AND traffic, blockchain AND vehicles AND traffic. In addition, a backward and forward citation
search [24] has also been done.
Only papers written in English and published after 2015 were considered for the current study, the time
constraint was decided to ensure that the studies are recent and relevant, whereas the language choice was
made because English is considered the international language of science (EILS) and most of the publications
are written in such language [22], allowing the exploration of a greater number of papers.
3.1.2 Databases
Several databases were explored for gathering research papers, journals, articles, proceedings and book
sections. The main ones are: IEE Explore, ACM Digital Library, arX iv.org, Springer, ScienceDirect, Jstor,
Google Scholar and ResearchGate.
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3.1.3 Assessing the Literature
For assessing the literature and determining which papers would be valuable for this thesis, the search results
were filtered by date first, no papers from before 2015 were considered and an assessment was conducted
based on the checklist proposed by Kmet et al. [24] for assessing qualitative research papers and shown in
Table 3.

Table 3: Quality assessment checklist [24]

Each of the questions of the checklist was given a punctuation, (2) If the answer is yes, (1) If the answer is
somehow and (0) If the answer is no. Only those articles whose quality assessment is higher or equal to 15
were considered for this section. Appendix A shows the twelve papers that eventually made it as the backbone
research for this literature review and the resulting quality scores of the assessment process.

3.2 Connected Vehicles
The term connected vehicles refers to those cars that are capable of accessing the Internet, communicating
with smart devices, other cars and road infrastructure [12]. They collect data from multiple built-in sensors
and processing units, also known as on-board units (OBU) [10]. They are expected to play an important role
in the foreseeable Internet of Things future. Several technology and car manufacturing companies have
devoted a considerable part of their efforts to develop these new technologies as fast as they can [1]. The main
objective is to relieve drivers from the stressful operations needed for driving and allowing them to
concentrate in other tasks.
The emergence of this technology paves the way to new prospects for improving roadside safety,
environmental impact of transportation networks and efficiency. This will produce a huge impact on the long
term in urban planning and land-use, the signalization that currently serves human drivers is not the most
efficient for machines, unlike people, automated vehicles use sensor systems to locate themselves along the
path and communicate with other vehicles and infrastructure [12]. Although these advancements look
promising, issues in several areas are perceived by the public, Coppola et al. [12] recognize privacy and data
ownership to be important key issues that need to be addressed for further development and implementation
of the technologies.
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3.3 Privacy and Data ownership
The ability of hackers to capture data or alter records is a major issue that must be addressed before a
Connected Vehicles system can be successfully deployed. If the public perceives a system as being vulnerable
to attacks that could affect individual users, public support for the system will suffer [12]. Studies have shown
that there are several threats that can be exploited if they are not protected, for example: privacy leakage
attacks that would compromise user’s sensitive data [5].
3.3.1 Privacy
The concept of privacy relates to the guarantee that the information acquired is utilized appropriately, while
third parties can process it, they should not derive intelligence from it [25]. Integrity and privacy are key aspects
that surround Connected Vehicles, but achieving a balance between world viable solutions and security has
proven a big challenge [25].
Privacy is a top concern to both public and private sectors in the implementation of Connected Vehicles.
Misuse of the data could precede targeted crimes, and the public sector could see the expansion and
implementation of this technology blocked if the users see it as a threat [12]. The data collected through
connected vehicles and other ITS applications could potentially be useful for purposes not related to the
drivers themselves. For instance, the data could be used by state departments of transportation or other road
managers for analyzing road use patterns and planning maintenance and improvements [8].
Even though this represents a big concern from the involved stakeholders, most of the current
communication approaches do not consider privacy aspects [11], all the data is shared with no reservations
and without the owner’s permission, leaving them unprotected from attacker attempts to deanonymize the
users and linking pieces of data to understand their behavior. This attack is known as a linking attack [11].

3.3.2 Governance and ownership of data
The organization(s) in charge of managing and protecting the data will need to be trustworthy in order to gain
public acceptance, this requires a higher level of trust at different points from actors that do not trust each
other [12]. It also represents a single point of failure, even though organizations pledge to protect customer’s
data, there have been breaches in the past either deliberately or unintentionally [26]. Furthermore, it has been
proven that relying on a centralized traffic management cannot react in a timely manner to local traffic
perturbations [26] this represents an obstacle for time sensitive implementations related to vehicles in the
streets where a few minutes of data delay can be the difference between a heavily congested road and a
properly distributed traffic load along the alternate paths.

3.4 Blockchain
This thesis work proposes blockchain technology as an alternative to address the user concerns described in
the previous section. But before proceeding to the explanation of how blockchain can serve as a solution, this
section aims to present the intricacies of Blockchain and describe the main concepts that support that theory.
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3.4.1The blockchain beginnings (Bitcoin)
Before diving deep into the subject and discussion of Blockchain technology, this section will provide an
overview of the first blockchain application, Bitcoin. Made public in 2009 by the pseudonym of Satoshi
Nakamoto [6] , Bitcoin aims to disrupt the way that payments are done around the world. Bitcoin consists of
a virtual currency that can be transferred from one party to another without the need of a financial institution.
Each party is considered as a node participating in the Bitcoin network. Bitcoin was by no means the first
virtual currency, but it was the first to solve the issue of “double-spending”, which consists of the same single
digital token being spent more than once [27] . To overcome this problem, Bitcoin Blockchain relies on a
“distributed ledger”, replacing the trusted centralized intermediary with a peer-to-peer shared immutable
ledger that is shared among the nodes of the network. Even though the terms Bitcoin and Blockchain are
frequently associated, they are not interchangeable definitions, whereas Bitcoin relies on the Blockchain as an
underlying technology for its functioning, Bitcoin is only one application of the Blockchain technology. In
this research study, I will not be studying the particularities of Bitcoin and instead focus on a different
application of the underlying technology, Blockchain.
3.4.2 Blockchain Technology
This section provides a background on Blockchain technology for building the basis to understand the
following chapters. The technology description follows the three-layered contextualization model described
by Brenig et al. in [28]. And represented in figure 5.

Figure 4: Contextualization of Decentralized Consensus System [28]
3.4.2.1 The Decentralized Consensus System (DCS)

The DCS serves as the foundational pillar on which applications such as Bitcoin and Ethereum are built upon,
it represents a database that maintains a continuously growing set of data records (transactions). It is
distributed in the sense that no single computer holds the control over the chain and instead it is controlled
by linked nodes in a peer-to-peer (P2P) communication network. It is always growing; it is not possible to
delete records and therefore it is considered immutable. The access to the network is based on permission
and the transactions are validated through a consensus mechanism [29]. The following sections will explore
all the concepts that conform the process previously described in greater detail.
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3.4.2.2 Distributed Network

Blockchain benefits from a distributed network whose components are located in different Nodes that
communicate and coordinate their actions by passing messages to one another [30]. Each of those nodes
maintains a copy of the ledger, there is not a single node in the network that is more important than the others,
there is where the main difference with centralized networks resides.
Distributed networks strengthen the network by getting rid of the single point of failure of the network, which
makes it more resilient to experience service denial attacks. But brings with it the problem of requiring
agreement on single data among peers that do not trust each other. To address that, consensus mechanisms
are applied, they can be seen as mediators that determine the best solution to the disagreement [28]. Some
examples of consensus mechanisms include Proof of Work (POW) and Proof of Stake (POS). In the former,
to add blocks to the Blockchain, each node has to show that it has performed some amount of work, usually
in the form of solving a mathematical puzzle that is difficult to solve, but easy to verify [31]. In the latter,
puzzle solving is replaced with an alternative approach involving user’s stake or ownership of virtual currency
in the blockchain system [31].
3.4.2.3 Transactions

There are two phases in the creation of a Transaction, signing and validation. First, the sender node needs to
use its own private key to encrypt the message and it uses the receiver’s public key as destination for the
transaction. Once the message has been signed, it is broadcasted to the whole network, where it is validated
by every Node in the network, against some validation rules that are set by the creators of a specific blockchain
network. Once it has been validated, it gets added to the pool and a fee is associated to it, this fee is a motivator
for the miners to pick this particular transaction [32].
3.4.2.4 Blocks and Ledger structure

A Blockchain ledger works as an ever-increasing stream of blocks that connect to each other in a single
direction, the first node of the ledger is known as the genesis block, in other words, the genesis block is the
common ancestor of all the blocks in a blockchain. Each block is composed by a header and body, the former
contains the metadata of the block, including, among other fields, the Hash signature of the previous block
and the Hash of the current block (candidate block), as well as the timestamp when the block was generated.
The latter is composed by batches of valid transactions that are hashed and encoded into a Merkle Tree [9].
3.4.2.5 How does it all fit together?

The whole transaction mechanism with blockchain follows key phases [32] :
• Transaction Definition: The sender generates the transaction specifying the details of the receiver’s
public key and the value of the transaction. The transaction message is then broadcasted to the whole
network.
• Transaction Authentication: The transaction is received and authenticated by the nodes in the
network, by decrypting the digital signature. The authenticated transaction is added to a pool of
pending transactions until a block is created.
• Block Creation: The mining nodes of the network gather transactions from the pool and the
information from the previous existing block to form a new candidate block that is added to its own
copy of the ledger. Once created, the new Block is broadcasted to the network for validation.
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•
•

Block Validation: The validator nodes of the network receive the proposed block and work through
the consensus mechanisms to determine if it is safe to add the new block to the ledger.
Block Chaining: Once all transaction recorded in a block have been validated, the new block is linked
to the last block of the chain. The updated ledger is then broadcasted to the network, so that the rest
of the nodes can update their own copies and continue working over it.

Figure 5: Generalized overview of a blockchain transaction [32]

3.5 Blockchain and Connected Vehicles
Data from several studies [3][8] suggest that blockchain can be an alternative to address most of the security,
privacy and data ownership concerns that have been identified [12] by benefiting from blockchain’s peer-topeer nature, lack of need for a trusted central authority, integrity, security, anonymity and privacy.
Further research on that subject would be redundant and retrieving a relevant contribution would result
difficult, nonetheless, blockchain-based vehicles communication architectures like the one proposed by Ali
Dorri et al. in [11] is a good example of how the convergence of connected vehicles and Blockchain can solve
the security problems associated with data management and open the door for further applications that sit on
top of it. Their architecture consists of a semi-decentralized structure that is composed of a layer of regional
devices that are in charge of managing the blockchain, called Overlay Blockchain Managers (OBMs). The
vehicles connect to them and share information and the OBMs encapsulate that information and share it
publicly through a shared ledger. The vehicles share their public keys with the OBMs, so they never share
their actual identity, allowing them to be anonymous, and the private data is stored in the vehicles on-board
memory and only shared when the user wants to share it, for example, when they need to provide their exact
location with an emergency service. Figure 6 depicts the architecture.
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Figure 6: Blockchain-based architecture for connected vehicles [11]

Dorri et al. [11] propose some applications that can benefit from their architecture, electric vehicles with smart
charging services, Insurance and Car sharing services and they call for future research on other applications,
suggesting traffic management as a possible topic.

3.6 Road Traffic with Blockchain
There are little published studies on the topic of blockchain as an enhancer of road traffic management. In
his recent study, Akihiro Fujihara [13] has explored vehicle data gathering through a blockchain network and
described an incentive-based structure to promote the usage of less congested roads, and the identification of
car crashes and road conditions. His method uses PoW to mine the blocks in the network, which throttles the
creation of a new block every 10 mins in average since it is based in Bitcoin. More recently, Fujihara released
further research improvements in the subject by opting for a new consensus method called Proof of Work at
Proximity (PoWaP) [17].
Fujihara’s solutions [13], [17] consists of beacons deployed on the road side segments that detect the proximity
of vehicles, gets their address and uses it to estimate the road conditions. Those beacons can be compared to
the OBMs in Dorri et al. [11] in the sense that both are devices in charge of managing the blockchain and
sharing the relevant data, removing most of the burden and computational load from the vehicles.
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Figure 7: Fujihara's implementation of data gathering [13]

Research to date has focused on the actual implementation of the road data gathering, but its distribution,
usage for improving road traffic and its privacy aspects have not been explored in detail. This thesis will focus
on expanding the body of knowledge in those gaps.
This literature review has shown that there is a gap in DSR methodologies applied to study traffic management
with Blockchain. None of the twelve assessed papers follows this approach. Which is the main reason why
the current Thesis will pursue knowledge creation through this methodology. It also shows that the field is
quite recent ant relevant, by studying papers that are no older than 5 years. I am aware that it has some
limitations, specially, in terms of Bias. Since this literature review and the evaluation of the papers has only
been conducted by a single person, there is propensity of the decisions and assessment to be based in my own
experiences and empirical knowledge.
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4 Design and Implementation
In this chapter the design of the new solution is explained. I start with the motivation for designing a new
approach to gather and share traffic data. Followed by a description of the features that contribute to the goal
of accomplishing a private application for sharing and consuming traffic information data for connected
vehicle networks, as well as the benefits it represents for the different stakeholders. I then present the design
itself, following a top-down approach starting from the high-level architecture and diving deeper into the
details as the section progresses. Finally, I present the results consisting in components utilized by each actor
to participate in the network.

4.1 Design motivation
The previous sections have shown that there are privacy and governance of data concerns that can result in
an obstacle for the adoption of connected vehicle networks [12]. Blockchain, the technology behind Bitcoin,
can help mitigate that situation.
The lessons learned from the literature review chapter of this work have shown that the artifact needs to
comply with some requirements to adapt to the needs of the users for the adoption of the technology, the
system should not depend on a single third party, to avoid data governance relying on an individual
organization, it should provide privacy for the actors involved, to continue expanding the body of knowledge,
the system needs to provide a way to consume the generated data and share it among the involved participants
in a distributed way.

4.2 Features
4.2.1 Decentralization and Data Availability
Traffic data is only as reliable as the third party providing it, nowadays crowdsourcing platforms such as Waze
[33] allows users to gather and share traffic information, this information is manually shared by the users
themselves, who try to report traffic congestion and road accidents, as they drive. Since most information is
reported manually and there are not many quality checks and reports, it is prompt to misinformation sharing.
Furthermore, if there is no application user in the zone, then there are no reports of slow traffic, traffic jams
or accidents in the area.
In this thesis, I am using a decentralized network of beacons that share the road data and split the attack
vectors, since every beacon has the same information, even if one is down, the rest will have the required
information.
4.2.2 Privacy preserving
In 2008, an internet-enabled personal navigation gadget named Dash Express represented a turning point in
the navigator business by exploiting crowdsensing from its customers that periodically shared their time and
speed reports [34]. Current navigators work in a similar way. For instance, Waze [33] connects to the Cloud
in the form of V2I through DSRC, Wi-Fi or LTE. The Centralized server allows traffic flow balancing,
preferred routes and traffic and congestion control, among other features. But it also represents a possible
risk.
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Waze delivers vehicle position and traffic conditions to Google traffic. Other applications such as Uber upload
vehicle and passengers’ status to Uber servers and LTE providers localize the vehicles as they connect to the
Internet. All this collected data can be used to track users and discover their habits and favorite spots. Third
party service providers are committed to protect customer privacy. Nonetheless, these guarantees have often
been breached either intentionally or by mistake [26]. Wang et al.[35] have demonstrated a privacy violation
with Waze by using a network of “ghost” vehicles in the network. Since Waze typically broadcasts your
location to other nearby Waze drivers, along with your username and how fast you’re going, the simulated
ghost vehicles in this attack can pinpoint a real user’s location along their route.
To mitigate this problem, I implemented an address rotation that ensures that every time that a vehicle
connects to a beacon, it shares a different address, making it much more difficult to follow the path of a
vehicle, even when the information is publicly displayed in the ledger. This implementation is further explained
in the Design and Implementation section of this work.

4.3 Benefits
4.3.1 Data creators
By creating a system that enforces privacy, the Data creators can rest assured that hackers will not be able to
track their paths, their contribution will, in the long run, return to them, if they decide to be consumers, since
they will create more reliable and sustainable data. Although the prospect of generating a cryptocurrency that
is awarded to data creators is not explored in this Thesis, that is a possibility that can be implemented on top
of the current architecture, and their contributions could result on Tokens that can be used as incentives for
using less congested roads.
4.3.2 Data consumers
Consumers do not rely on a third party to provide road data. They can access it from any Beacon or open
data provider which splits attack vectors and provides a smaller attack blast area while increasing availability.
Data is propagated throughout the network in “real-time” which gives consumers reliable and up-to-date
information about road traffic.

4.4 Design
The artifact makes use of existing web technologies to simulate the network of vehicles, the underlying
blockchain and the display of information in a Map for human understanding. To show the relation between
the vehicles, the infrastructure and the application, a UML architecture diagram is used. Interactions are
visualized through sequence diagrams and the Low-level architecture is provided through class diagrams and
API Data models.
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4.4.1 High-Level Architecture
A high-level overview of the architecture is shown in figure 8, it represents the 3 layers that compose the IT
artifact developed throughout this paper, all the parts that compose it will be described in further detail in the
following sub-sections.

Figure 8: High-L evel A rchitecture Diagram
4.4.1.1 Infrastructure layer

A lightweight version of blockchain works as a decentralized storage platform for the traffic data gathered by
the beacons.
The beacons receive the address and average speed of the simulated vehicles from the simulator script,
imitating the behavior of cars passing close and use that information to determine the status of that particular
road segment, that information is then shared with the rest of the beacons through a pubsub redis server in
the form of a shared data pool that is later mined by any miner node or beacon. The new block contains
information from different beacons, since the data pool contains the information from all of them, and once
the block is added to the blockchain, it is again shared with the rest of the beacons through the same pubsub
server through a different channel.
4.4.1.2 Application layer

An application built with ReactJS and Leaflet gathers the latest block of the blockchain from any of the
beacons or nodes, it then interprets its contents and plots the resulting traffic conditions into a map.
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4.4.1.3 Simulator layer

A NodeJS script simulates cars moving randomly through the roads and sharing their data with the different
beacons as they move along. That data is compiled by the beacons and shared in the blockchain accordingly.
4.4.2 Low-Level Architecture
In this section I describe in more detail how the architecture works in its different pieces by diving deeper
into the code structure and interactions.

Figure 9: Infrastructure L ayer Class Diagram
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4.5 Results
The results from the tests performed on the simulator are far from indisputable since they were conducted
under controlled conditions and with a limited amount of processing capacity, there is no real-world
comparison with the actual number of vehicles that transit on similar grids of streets on a daily basis. However,
the gathered data points towards the satisfying state of achieved privacy through BC and address rotation of
vehicles, specially when two or more vehicles share the roads at any given point of their path. While at the
same time, the data is consumed effectively to reflect the traffic conditions.
4.5.1 Privacy
During the first iteration of the design, vehicles
used a single address that they shared with the
different beacons in their path, this allowed a
minimum level of anonymity since the user or
vehicle cannot be identified inherently from the
address. But analyzing the data in the blockchain
included as an extract in Appendix D and
graphically represented in figure 10 allowed to
easily track the path of the vehicle across the
roads, this represents a notorious flaw, vehicle’s
behavior can be analyzed over time and
traveling patterns can be inferred to not just
jeopardizing the user’s data privacy, but also
their security.
Figure 10: Map displaying the randomly generated route of a vehicle that
shares only one address with the different beacons.

By the second iteration I improved this aspect
by not only using the address as an alias, but also
changing it at every interaction with the
beacons, this helped improve the privacy of the
vehicles greatly whenever there are at least two
vehicles that share the same path at any given
point.
When there is only one vehicle in the road, it is
still possible to attempt to track the vehicle, as
shown in the blockchain extract in Appendix E
and graphically represented in figure 11.

Figure 11: Map displaying the randomly generated route of a vehicle that
shares a different address with each beacon.
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But as soon as the vehicle shares the road at any given point with another one, it gets much more complicated
to track which vehicle took which path, and the complexity increases exponentially with every vehicle that
crosses in their path. The extract from the blockchain in Appendix F and its graphical representation in figure
12 show in green vehicle 1’s path and in yellow vehicle 2’s, they both intersect in street 20 in the 6th block of
the blockchain. By block 7 it is not possible to know if vehicle 1 went to road 21 or 38 and the same applies
to vehicle 2.

Figure 12: Map displaying the routes that two vehicles took, vehicle 1 in yellow, vehicle 2 in green, the dotted line represents where both
vehicles pass together and the blue lines display the impossibility to track vehicle 1 and vehicle 2

4.5.2 Consumption of data
One of the main contributions of this thesis resides in its Application Layer, it consists of a Map that displays
the current conditions of the road benefiting from the distributed BC data. It gathers the latest block of
information and traduces it into a graphic interface that is understandable by the humans. Even though the
traffic is relevant for the vehicles to more effectively plan the paths to their destination, in this thesis and as
part of the artifact, I decided to model the data into a map that is visually understandable by humans primarily
for demonstration purposes.
The Simulator Layer creates random traffic in the streets and the Application Layer benefits from that
information. The Application layer can consume the data from any beacon, therefore, it does not rely on a
single source of truth, if one of the beacons at any point was compromised or down, it is as easy as pointing
to another one to get the data, therefore providing high availability.
Figures 13 and 14 are examples of the Application Layer gathering data from the blockchain, streets painted
in green represent streets with low or none traffic, orange streets represent streets with medium traffic load
and red colored streets are streets with a heavy traffic load which can be caused by an accident in the road
that reduced the vehicles speed or the number of vehicles in the road.
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Figure 13: Random low and medium traffic display on map

Figure 14: Random low medium and heavy traffic display on map
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5 Evaluation
In this chapter I present the evaluation of the artifact in its two phases, the Ex-ante evaluation, conducted
before its actual design and implementation, and the Ex-post evaluation performed once the artifact was
already built based on the model from Peffers et al. [15] previously explained in more detail in the
Methodology chapter.

5.1 Ex Ante Evaluation
This evaluation phase was conducted before the design and implementation of the artifact, it consisted of
gathering research data and theoretical knowledge, described in more detail in the Literature review section of
this work. This thesis addresses a clear gap in traffic management privacy through a blockchain
implementation of a vehicular network, there are very few studies that have explored applying blockchain
technology to traffic management [13] [17]. But its importance is called out as it is considered as a possible
research direction [11], the Novelty of the prototype designed in this work is demonstrated by the lack of
research studies that postulate any empirical implementation such as this one. In this sense, this study offers
the first explorative approach on how Blockchain can interact with a network of autonomous vehicles to
gather and share traffic data privately.

5.2 Ex Post Evaluation
The proof-of-concept artifact described and developed in Chapter 4. simulates a network of autonomous
vehicles travelling throw a grid of 42 streets. The system is running on a lightweight blockchain that does not
require the computational power of PoW. For creating a private environment, the simulator makes the vehicle
share a different address with every beacon, providing a solution to the research question introduced in
Chapter 1.
The simulator creates multiple vehicles in the roads highlighting the privacy of the artifact, as well as the
fidelity with the real world, since it is very unlikely to have single vehicles travelling in the streets without
crossing with any other vehicle in their path. The generalized architecture and the Map client ensure the utility
of the artifact provisioning value beyond the architecture and privacy of the data. To evaluate the utility and
efficacy of the prototype, I conducted several end-to-end and load tests.
As part of the development itself, I introduced Test Driven Development (TDD) conducting various unit
tests within JavaScript using the Jest Assertion library. Within the infrastructure layer testing, I conduct x unit
tests in order to verify the correctness of the block, blockchain, data pool, data manager, and other
components that conform the infrastructure. More specifically, the tests are there to ensure that the system is
working as expected.
For making overall end to end tests in the infrastructure, I used Postman for sending API calls that resembled
the interactions of the network with the blockchain and nodes.
Finally, for load testing the system and creating a more likely environment of the system the simulator code
was written, to mimic a given number of vehicles moving through a grid of streets randomly while sharing
their information with the infrastructure.
Overall, the prototype illustrates how a blockchain-based approach can help to mitigate privacy, transparency
and governance of data issues through blockchain nature and dynamic address sharing.
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6 Discussion and conclusion
The IT artifact presented in chapter 4 introduces a novel approach for gathering and sharing road traffic data
in a private way benefiting from a network of connected vehicles that share information with the infrastructure
through V2I that manages and maintains it by the blockchain technology. This system aims to prevent the
users’ data from tracking attacks by rotating their address at every interaction with the beacons disposed in
the road segments. As a result, the blockchain contains a ledger of traffic conditions in a region that can be
consumed through an API by the public. Either by humans or other autonomous vehicles who can benefit
from it for traffic management, routes planning and roads load distribution.
I have decided to follow this approach due to the relevance and growth of the technology at the time of
writing and the expanding exploration of new applications for it, beyond cryptocurrencies. Although
blockchain and related concepts are very mathematical and technically complex. I tried to explain in the
current work the main ideas that drive this technology, as well as how it can be applied to the context of road
traffic data management.
The cryptographic join of blocks in the blockchain encompasses the data in a timely ordered sequence of
traffic conditions and builds the foundation for data immutability, this is a key aspect to prove the historical
record accurate and conserve its integrity. Another outcome of this model is the decentralization and
distribution of the data, it decouples the process from centralized institutions and moves it towards the public,
increasing the transparency and therefore opening the resources for further benefiting the stakeholders.
A clear limitation of the artifact built in this thesis and the thesis itself is the lack of some real-world resources.
There is no network of autonomous vehicles that I can use to further implement the application using their
real data and therefore it is all handled as a simulation of road traffic and vehicles moving across the roads.
This leaves out the prospects of connection loss and physical interference in the communication. The artifact,
even though, it was run using different ports to represent the distributed system, only relied on a single physical
machine, which represents performance limits and a limited set of resources to perform the tests and
simulations, as well as handle the infrastructure and the client. Besides these considerations, blockchain is still
a rising technology and it faces a number of technological challenges and limitations, one of them being
scalability. The faster the blocks get created, the bigger the chain will be and the higher the amount of memory
that will be needed to store and transmit the ledger across the actual network. This can represent time delays
with high data loads [36].
A prerequisite to achieve the desired objective of this thesis however, is the technical ability of vehicles to
rapidly generate addresses that will be shared with each road segment, each address represents a public key or
public key fragment that allows identification and verification, its generation requires computational power
which should be provided by the OBU in the vehicles, but since there are other critical tasks that vehicles
need to perform, some processing power needs to be dedicated to these tasks. This work also relies on the
beacons to be able to detect vehicles and communicate in a timely manner with them to receive the relevant
information and process it to determine the segment conditions and further handle the blockchain processes.
The scalability, memory usage and latency issues can represent a prohibitive limitation for the implementation
of blockchain-based approaches for traffic data gathering and distribution at the moment of writing, however,
these blockers are likely to be transient and might be resolved as the technology evolves and improves while
it moves towards maturity [37].
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While conducting the literature review, I found a particular call to research from Dorri et al. [11]. They had
implemented an architecture that uses blockchain to connect autonomous vehicles in a secure, private and
anonymous way, and they explored different applications for their architecture, those applications range from
ride sharing to electric vehicles charging stations. And by the end of their research they called for further
exploration of more applications to such kind of architectures. Among the examples they gave was traffic
management. And Even though I found one approach to this call by Akihiro Fujihara [13], that relies on
blockchain technology and the distribution of infrastructure devices (beacons) to capture the information
from vehicles and handle them appropriately by the blockchain. My research can complement and expand it.
In this thesis I introduce privacy enhancements to the system by creating different vehicle addresses to share
in the interaction with each beacon. The aim of this is to protect the users from linking attacks where their
travelling information and behavior can be compromised [11]. The concept of rotating addresses is not new
and it has been studied and applied in the real world for cryptocurrencies [38], but it had not been considered
in the realm of road data gathering to protect the user’s identity and prevent tracking attacks. I also expanded
the work towards the consumption and interpretation of the data through the Application Layer of the artifact
and the implementation of consumable APIs from the beacons, which Akihiro himself called as a future
research direction [13].
To provide another comparison of this thesis to articles studied in the literature review section, this Thesis
expands the methodological frameworks currently applied to study blockchain implementations for connected
vehicle networks, while all of them opt for a purely theoretical approach based on quantitative and qualitative
data, this work has pursued a practical approach by following DSRM to create an artifact that has supported
the research question and has lit up limitations and implications that were not considered in the previous
literature, such as the privacy of the vehicle’s data [13] and the scalability problems that were thought as
addressed by decentralization [11] But that we can observe from the rapid growing data generated by this
artifact continues to be a problem.
Due to its simulation nature, the absence of real-world autonomous vehicle networks and blockchain-based
systems other than cryptocurrencies and some emerging applications, it continues to be a challenge to assess
this system’s actual large-scale applicability. However, in the following paragraphs I point out the advantages
and disadvantages of the blockchain-based approach. In centralized models, data is stored and managed by a
single governing operator and users access it through an interface. This provides easy data management and
maintenance, high performance and scalability. In contrast, it requires users to trust in the data operator, it
increases the risk of outages, data losses or leakages and it concentrates the costs for setup and maintenance
in one individual [39].
In blockchain systems, the storage is kept separately and the processing is spread throughout the participating
nodes, the data is dispersed to different locations and users can access the information via the network. Data
is duplicated across the network, which means that there is a huge redundancy and this provides a higher
availability and decreases reliability. On the other hand, this approach increases needs in memory, processing
power, energy and latency [39] [30].
Due to its distributed nature, and consensus mechanism, blockchain provides a conceptual approach to
govern data sharing between multiple users that do not trust each other, without the involvement of a
governing individual. Even though the ledger is public and transparent, there is no way to determine the
individuals behind the interactions. If we have in mind these considerations, they align perfectly with the
requirements that we stated that were needed for the creation of the artifact in chapter 4, we get rid of the
single third party governing the data, the data is public and can be consumed to benefit the involved
participants and finally, the vehicle interactions with the network are kept private by sharing different
addresses with the beacons in the network.
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6.1 Contribution and Future Research
The overall contribution of this project is an open source IT artifact that simulates a network of autonomous
vehicles communicating with the infrastructure and sharing information. That data is then distributed among
nodes using blockchain technology to create a public shared ledger that shows the traffic conditions of the
roads. This information is at the same time interpreted and shown in a map that displays different colors
depending on the load of the road. All this by keeping the vehicles identity and path private. So far, no research
has concentrated on the privacy of road data gathering and the ability to consume that data. The resulting
artifact addresses those gaps with the implementation of requirements gathered from literature review in
addition to the practical observations along the iterations of the applied research methodology.
This work can potentially benefit different stakeholders, such as the public sector who can take advantages
from this design to move towards an implementation of Smart City roads, in the private sector, technology
companies and car manufacturers that are in the vanguard of the creation of actual vehicle networks can
decrease the adoption barriers of the technology by showcasing how the main concerns of the users are being
taken care of.
Connected vehicles can play a pivotal role in several scenarios beyond classical autonomous driving. Due to
their OBU and processing data capabilities, they can evolve to collaborate with several stakeholders, both in
the physical vicinity as well as in the cyber space through their V2X interactions. For such real-world
utilization, integrity and privacy are key aspects of concern that are raised. This work presents a decentralized
privacy-preserving blockchain-based approach to road traffic data gathering and consumption in the form of
an IT open-source artifact. The privacy of the vehicles is ensured by using changeable addresses at every
interaction with the road beacons the security of the architecture on which the application relies is largely
inherited from the security properties of the underlying blockchain technology.
While wrapping up this research I released the source code at Github, distributed in three repositories.
1. Application Layer: https://github.com/JoseASotoV/traffic-data-client
2. Infrastructure layer: https://github.com/JoseASotoV/traffic-data-blockchain
3. Simulator Layer: https://github.com/JoseASotoV/traffic-data-simulator
Since the simulator, client and platform are all open-source, I hope research and further improvements can
be added to it as this technology further develops.
Although this approach has shown to improve privacy aspects and postulated a way of consuming the data
from the blockchain through APIs exposed in the beacons, this research has also shown several aspects that
need to be explored and further researched.
The beacons used in this system are devices that need to detect vehicles and receive information from them,
that requires a sort of physical device that can handle this kind of communication quickly, and flawlessly in
real world network conditions, the actual design of the beacons needed for this system represents another
research path.
This Artifact has shown that the blockchain can get too big, too fast, while the simulated grid only represents
42 streets, this is only a very small portion of the streets in a city and since the blocks need to be generated
fast, to keep the consumers up-to-date with the latest traffic conditions, this represents a huge problem. For
this particular thesis, the scale problem was left out of scope, because that itself could become another research
study by itself.
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Even though the privacy of the network increases when there are at least two vehicles in the road at some
point, when a single vehicle travels a long distance by itself, even while rotating its address, it is still possible
to track it. This is an edge case that does not happen frequently in cities with a lot of congestion. But it can
certainly happen in the suburbs or low transit areas, and a solution for this cases should be further explored,
one option can be to neglect the transmission of data when a single vehicle is in the road segment, but this
would tear down the transparency aspect that is an important benefit of blockchain technology.
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Appendix D
This appendix contains an extract from the blockchain. The use case describes a single vehicle that uses the
same address for all its interactions with the beacons/nodes. It travels across the grid of streets depicted in
Appendix B and C. Only the data that is relevant to the reader for understanding the path of the vehicle is
shown in the extract, the rest of the fields of each block in the blockchain were removed for easier readability
and comprehension.
1. Block 1
2. "roadSegmentId": "Street1",
3. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
4.
5. Block 2
6. "roadSegmentId": "street2",
7. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
8.
9. Block 3
10. "roadSegmentId": "street3",
11. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
12.
13. Block 4
14. "roadSegmentId": "street28",
15. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
16.
17. Block 5
18. "roadSegmentId": "street11",
19. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
20.
21. Block 6
22. "roadSegmentId": "street10",
23. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
24.
25. Block 7
26. "roadSegmentId": "Street35",
27. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
28.
29. Block 8
30. "roadSegmentId": "Street18",
31. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
32.
33. Block 9
34. "roadSegmentId": "Street19",
35. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
36.
37. Block 10
38. "roadSegmentId": "Street20",
39. "vehicleActivity": {"0437279e87bc2e522bed838f5229c2":
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Appendix E
This appendix contains an extract from the blockchain. The use case describes a single vehicle, just as
Appendix C does, but this time the address is rotated for each interaction with the beacons/nodes. It travels
across the grid of streets depicted in Appendix B and C. Only the data that is relevant to the reader for
understanding the path of the vehicle is shown in the extract, the rest of the fields of each block in the
blockchain were removed for easier readability and comprehension.
1. Block 1
2. "roadSegmentId": "Street1",
3. "vehicleActivity": {"04ada65a3cd6fa50a2db14d20fb403":
4.
5. Block 2
6. "roadSegmentId": "street26",
7. "vehicleActivity": {"045b3c81f8846ad2743d5cc62348b5":
8.
9. Block 3
10. "roadSegmentId": "street35",
11. "vehicleActivity": {"04db71154cab9096df1412ff891ee4":
12.
13. Block 4
14. "roadSegmentId": "street18",
15. "vehicleActivity": {"045c2cf8528fb1d60d8a83184ae95b":
16.
17. Block 5
18. "roadSegmentId": "street19",
19. "vehicleActivity": {"043f88c1dd2663fbff4020dd46c7cf":
20.
21. Block 6
22. "roadSegmentId": "street20",
23. "vehicleActivity": {"04b98f7d8fd78e48e1e7afbffcab44":
24.
25. Block 7
26. "roadSegmentId": "Street38",
27. "vehicleActivity": {"0465309583e690dde974f554856648":
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Appendix F
This appendix contains an extract from the blockchain. The use case describes two vehicles, vehicle 1
highlighted in yellow and vehicle 2 highlighted in green, both vehicles can be identified by the paths that they
are taking, up until Block 6 when both vehicles converge in a single road, at that point, the coloring changes
to blue, to denote that we no longer know which address corresponds to which vehicle, and following blocks
are colored in grey to denote the impossibility to track the vehicles in the rest of their journey, since it is now
not clear which vehicle is vehicle 1 and which one is vehicle 2.
1. Block 1
2. "roadSegmentId": "Street1",
3. "vehicleActivity": {"04cbeac152971961f4f2e95f2ac3a4": 10}
4.
5. "roadSegmentId": "Street11",
6. "vehicleActivity": {"0478e91408ec8f4e7090274ce6a955": 10}
7.
8. Block 2
9. "roadSegmentId": "street2",
10. "vehicleActivity": {"04bcd6159add7e8893778474430c3d": 10}
11.
12. "roadSegmentId": "street10",
13. "vehicleActivity": {"04b78d86aa343fb5c1c2ccc1f4ed73": 10}
14.
15. Block 3
16. "roadSegmentId": "street3",
17. "vehicleActivity": {"04217e0870bbe0ab0f44044498db69": 10}
18.
19. "roadSegmentId": "street35",
20. "vehicleActivity": {"04c95ce77e0ec441632b8f689fde61": 10}
21.
22. Block 4
23. "roadSegmentId": "street28",
24. "vehicleActivity": {"048a59699d6d4f5e51db7902e2642a": 10}
25.
26. "roadSegmentId": "street18",
27. "vehicleActivity": {"04176f9b9f489af07e5d3e3723ed04": 10}
28.
29. Block 5
30. "roadSegmentId": "street19",
31. "vehicleActivity": {"048ecdd1618a37d5cef942cc91cdf4": 10}
32.
33. "roadSegmentId": "street37",
34. "vehicleActivity": {"04115e11d64622fbac22fc8e954ec2": 10}
35.
36. Block 6
37. "roadSegmentId": "street20",
38. "vehicleActivity": { "04f678a88589293c143d5a4080796d": 10,
39.
"04c100224376ad1b3ebf1ff353dce8": 10}
40.
41. Block 7
42. "roadSegmentId": "Street38",
43. "vehicleActivity": {"047083e7bea2acf13629f7c4db794a": 10}
44.
45. "roadSegmentId": "Street21",
46. "vehicleActivity": {"04cf5202ce6743ac0cd94dddfe26a5": 10}
47.
48. Block 8
49. "roadSegmentId": "Street12",
50. "vehicleActivity": {"04c81fa35e8ced63ffd776711cf3ff": 10}
51.
52. "roadSegmentId": "Street22",
53. "vehicleActivity": {"044a2cc4ba56aa09ebdd356f5b4457": 10}
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